NOT RECYCLABLE WASTE
Waste called “not recyclable” are usually made by dry material. This type of trash
cannot be recycled and that’s the reason why they go on waste dump.

YES

Rubbish, dvd, cd, toys, pens, shoes, diaper, boxes, small
plastic objects
ATTENTION!!! Inside the bin there is a chip

NO

Recyclable waste

(a sort of mark) which will be read every time
it is emptied. The number of emptying
establish a part of the collection service fee.
Always check your bin!!

HOW DO YOU CONFER IT?
Filling the tip up when they are full, the night before the day pre-established. Trash
must be put inside closed boxes and not in confusion.

ATTENTION!!
we invite you to take care of
your assignment to avoid the
failure or the double emptying

you should never see
this note on your bin if
the conferment is
regular

WHEN THE COLLECTION TAKE PLACE?
Every week, on Tuesday.
WHEN AND WHERE IS IT DIGESTED?
It is digested for a fee in the dump or in thermos-development
installations.

!IMPORTANT!
Domestic incineration of waste is illegal, it pollutes the
environment and damages your health.

ORGANIC WASTE
Domestic organic wastes can be recycled, and they represent the 15% of waste
produced in Montegalda. The separation from other type of rubbish allows to
produce, after specific treatments, a fertilizer called compost. Or, if it is awarded in
specific installations, allows to produce energy through the biogas. It is very
important to separate this type of rubbish from the not-recyclable dry waste,
because when it decomposes, it can generate big problems at the environment and
produce bad smells.
YES

Scrap of food, fruit, vegetable, coffee, bread; domestic plants,
flowers, ash

NO

Stones, ground, metal, wet rags, diapers

HOW DO YOU CONFER IT?
Inside the brown bins. Waste must be put inside closed
boxes to avoid bad smells or even spill of liquids.
WHEN THE COLLECTION TAKE PLACE?
It happens twice a week, on Monday and Friday.
WHERE AND WHEN IS IT DIGESTED?
The waste will be lay down temporary in a pouring station
and then it will be digested in specific installations to
produce new energy.

RECYCLABLE WASTE
!! No more plastic, aluminum and canned food inside bins!!
This three type of waste can be recycled because they are made
by special material, which can be worked again.
HOW DO YOU CONFER IT?
Both three different type of material must be conferred in the
same plastic box given by the district.
WHEN THE COLLECTION TAKE PLACE?
The collection take place every 3 weeks, according to the calendar predisposed by
SORARIS society.
WHEN AND WHERE IS IT DIGESTED?
The boxes of this different type of waste are conferred by Acovis Installations of
Sandrigo that, through specific systems, can separate iron, plastic and aluminum
material. Once they are separated and packed, they will be regenerate. In this way,
the material is not a waste anymore, but a primary good.

REMEMBER: All
the containers must be
washed before putting
them inside the boxes

YES Plastic bottles, tuna tins, aluminum tins other kind of boxes/tins

NO

toys, electrical appliance, boxes of Dvds, plats, glasses, plastic objects,
iron waste
!!ATTENTION!!

The empty containers must be washed before putting them inside the boxes,
to avoid spill of liquids. The night before the pre-established day, the boxes
will be put outside.

RECYCLABLE WASTE
!!No more glass long the road!!
Glass is one of the easiest material to identify and recycle. Sometimes it is also
called “clean material” because it is not produced with polluting things and can be
easily recycled.
YES Bottles, glasses, vases

NO Pottery or china objects, light bulbs

HOW DO YOU CONFER IT?
Glass packaging must be put inside the
small bucket given by district and NOT
IN OTHER BOXES.

WHEN THE COLLECTION TAKE PLACE?
The collection take place every 3 weeks according to the calendar given by SORARIS
society.
WHEN AND WHERE IS IT DIGESTED?
Only glass material will be digested in a glassmaker, then it will be melted and
worked again.
This view , with the new system of
waste collection, will be never
seen again

ATTENTION!!!
You must wash the empty bottles of iron before putting them inside the boxes, to avoid the
spill of liquids. The box must be take out the night before the day pre-established. If necessary,
it can be conferred in specific installations.

RECYCLABLE WASTE
!!No more paper along the road!!
Paper, is a cost if it is conferred in a dump, it’s a revenue if it’s recovered. The most
important aim is to differentiate paper not only al home (as an example paper
boxes), but even at school (books) and at work (documents and general paper).
YES newspapers, books, documents, paper boxes, paper packaging
NO oiled paper, nylon, chemical paper, chemical paper

HOW DO YOU CONFER IT?
Paper must be packed or deposited in
specific boxes.

WHEN THE COLLECTION TAKE PLACE?
Every 3 weeks, according to the calendar given by SORARIS society.
WHEN AND WHERE IS IT DIGESTED?
Paper material is digested in a paper mill, macerated and then regenerated. Then
paper will be put in circulation again.

ATTENTION!!!
DO NOT USE PLASTIC BOXES.
They must be put outside the night before the day pre-established.

City di Montegalda
CONFERMENT OF RECYCLALE WASTE
In the Ecocentro can be conferred recyclable waste such as:
PAPER, PLASTIC, GLASS AND CANS
VERDE E RAMAGLIE Brushwood, tree pruning, plants, leaves, vegetable
residue
LEGNO Only wood coming from its building, home furnishings and packaging
keep going on with its vital cycle.
INERTI Small demolition material, of domestic origin
OLI Oil conferred separately from the vegetal one to the mineral one
RAEE Home appliances and electronic waste
R.U.P. Dangerous waste
INGOMBRANTI Mattress, mirrors, big packaging, sofas, armchairs
BENI DUREVOLI Refrigerator, dishwasher, televisions, computers, printers
Products marked with one of this symbols, are
considered “T” or “F” products and they goes in the
Ecocentro. Often they are products for cleaning home.
Ecocentro opening times
TUESDAY: 09:00- 12:30
SATURDAY: 09:00-12:30

Ecocentro is the place where waste
that is not collected will be
conferred. REMEMBER: The cost of
the collection or the disposal of
waste is paid exclusively by the
citizen.

